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Whales: M-210929 / 30
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For the spring/summer season, we’ve got two versions of the famous marine 

style, immersing our lines in the charm of bamboo and the refreshing tone 

of mint green, taking the summer essence to another level. In the field of 
gardening, we’re introducing new pieces, expanding the range of options to 

spruce up outdoor spaces, from comfortable seats to elegant outdoor tables. 

We offer a full collection, including tableware, which fuses functionality and 

style, creating cosy and endearing atmospheres.

The ITEM home category has been enriched with traditional items of Asian 

origin, namely Indonesian and Indian, infusing authenticity to our designs. 

What’s more, our Antique&Unique section features never-before-seen 

pieces, such as antiques over 100 years old and limited series items, adding 

exclusivity to every corner and telling unique stories.

Neither have we overlooked current trends: furniture and decoration in light 

wood that provide brightness and modernity. We’ve worked hard with our 

textile category, offering a renewed range that perfectly complements our 

collections, from soft colours to avant-garde patterns.

With Spring/Summer at ITEM, inspiration flows from the marine style 
to exquisite elements of Asian culture, fusing the traditional with the 

contemporary. We’re excited to share these innovative proposals that will 

transform your business into a true oasis of style and authenticity, creating 

environments that celebrate the beauty of every detail, and we invite you to 

delve into unique experiences.

Spring
Summer
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Traditional 

Marine
The traditional marine style creates a fresh and relaxing 
atmosphere by combining characteristic elements of the 

environment. The presence of white wood, fibre and pastel 
colours, especially baby blue, contributes to a serene seaside 

environment. Decoration includes paintings with harbour 
scenes, elements inspired by marine life, and traditional scenes, 

such as lighthouses and boats with nautical patterns, which 
infuse vitality into rooms. Textiles underline the theme with 

marine motifs, such as stars and corals, presented in blue and 
white tones. Wooden elements, such as whale sculptures, add 

warmth and a direct connection with nature.

This style aims to capture the essences of the sea, providing 
a cosy and elegant refuge that transports visitors to coastal 

serenity, where every detail evokes the calm and beauty of the 
maritime environment.
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Cushion: TX-210823

Sofa: MB-210563

Plaid: TX-210754
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LM-210934

LM-210865

PC-211074

TX-210830 

Whales: LM-210929/30

Coral: LM-210843

Star figure: DH-211023
Table: MB-209861

Candle and mikado: VE-211085/87

Bird figure: LM-210937
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VE-211085 LM-210931

CU-203946LM-210921

PC-204169
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LM-173158

JR-195067

TX-210820 PC-211073

PC-211043

DP-211311

LA-180779 VE-211091

LM-211317



https://www.itemint.com/en/atmospheres/marine/mediterraneo.html
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Atlantic

Marine
In the Atlantic marine style, white persists but baby blue gives 

way to navy blue. White woods give way to recycled woods, 
reminiscent of classic ship decks. Raw materials such as metal, 

with a saltpetre-worn effect, can be seen in wall decorations, 
complemented by striped textiles, which reinforce the nautical 

inspiration.

This approach fuses the elegance of navy with rustic and 
recycled elements, creating an atmosphere that evokes the 

essence of the ocean and maritime tradition, where every detail 
tells the story of adventures and voyages.
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LM-181731 DC-194949

LM-210935LM-210923

LM-196699

LC-179662

LM-210837

CU-203942

Figura Barco: LM-210927 
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LM-204118 DP-211054

DP-211310

BO-210912 RE-204324

LM-196419

FD-196874

LM-204019
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SEE ALL STYLE

LM-203840

DH-191203

LM-203983

DH-203902 HF-211128

LM-204013

DH-210874

PC-204269

PC-204271

MB-204103

TX-184694

TX-210817

https://www.itemint.com/en/atmospheres/marine/atlantico.html
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Decorate
your exterior

Sofa: MB-210561

Armchair: MB-210562

Center table: MB-210707

Candle holder: PV-209319/ 21
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Bamboo 

Exteriors
The relaxing world of bamboo outdoor furniture, featuring 
pieces made with this resistant wood, such as sofas, chairs 
and sun loungers that combine functionality and style. The 

natural beauty of bamboo is combined with ergonomic designs, 
offering a truly comfortable outdoor experience.

The collection includes white cushions that enhance style and 
provide comfort. In addition to seats, decorative details such 
as candle holders are featured, adding a cosy touch to any 

outdoor space.

The durability of bamboo, together with its timeless 
appearance, makes these pieces ideal options for creating 
a harmonious and laid-back outdoor environment, fusing 

functionality with the distinctive aesthetics of bamboo.
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Cojín: TX-210823

Sofá:

Plaid:
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Mint green
This summer, we’re soaking up freshness with the mint green 

trend. This vibrant shade has reached the fridges in our 
catalogue, available in sizes of 17 and 56 litres, adding a modern 
and refreshing touch. What’s more, we’ve integrated mint green 
into outdoor essentials such as sun loungers, hammocks and 
metal decorations, infusing vitality and style into any outdoor 
space. These additions to the palette create a summery and 

harmonious atmosphere.

This trend doesn’t just capture the freshness of summer, but 
also transforms your outdoor areas into elegant and vibrant 

destinations, where every corner reflects the vibrant energy of 
this refreshing hue.
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Hobbies: 
Gardening

Presenting new additions for gardening. These include our 
large-scale shelf unit with multiple shelves and blackboard, 

ideal for organising your tools and writing messages. Our tool 
sets include options with cotton bags for convenient transport 
and some have a built-in stool for added comfort during tasks. 

What’s more, we’ve got a practical bag to easily carry tools.

These additions don’t just optimise space in the garden, but 
also provide style and functionality, making each gardening 

session a more comfortable and organised experience.
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JA-211412 JA-211413

JA-211419

JA-211414

JA-211420

JA-211411

JA-211416 JA-211415

JA-211424

JA-211421

JA-211423

JA-211422

JA-211418
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Estantería: JA-211116
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Outdoor sofas
We’ve explored outdoor comfort with a wide range of sofas. 
From the classic table sets, with teak armchairs and sofas, to 

the novelty of sofas based on natural fibres, our collection 
redefines exterior style.

Highlights include innovative modular sofas in two colours, flat-
packed to optimise space and offer versatility in the design of 
your outdoor space. Immerse yourself in design and comfort, 

fusing natural materials with contemporary designs to create an 
outdoor environment that reflects a unique style.
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MB-211604

MB-211140

MB-211139
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MB-204123

MB-212027

MB-211603

SEE MORE

https://www.itemint.com/en/home/garden/garden-furniture.html
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Summer

table
In our collection for summer tables, we fuse aesthetics with 
vibrant patterns that evoke Mexican vitality but are actually 
from Asia. The stone tableware sets display unique designs, 

while glasses are adorned with vivid colours.

Discover tableware and utensils with charming fruit shapes, 
along with trays with jungle patterns and jugs with golden 

details. Cutlery in bronze and gold tones add elegance. These 
pieces transform any table into a visual feast, providing a unique 

experience that celebrates cultural diversity and creativity in 
every detail, creating a vibrant and sophisticated ambience for 

your summer enjoyment.
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PC-212543

PC-211464

Tableware: PC-209960 / 61 / 62 / 63 / 64 / 65

Cups: PC-202313/14

Cups: PC-202316

PC-211443

PC-211814

PC-211822

PC-211444

PC-211466

PC-211792
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PC-212595

PC-211981

PC-212523PC-212904

PC-212729

PC-212592

PC-212516

PC-212054

PC-211818

PC-211983
PC-212519

PC-212517



https://www.itemint.com/en/home/kitchen/table-products.html
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Figure: FD-210678
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Summer 

decoration
Summer decoration adds freshness and vitality to spaces 
with charming details. Imagine vases lined with fruits that 
evoke seasonal exuberance, offering a visual spectacle of 

vibrant colours. Busts transformed into planters add an 
artistic and organic touch, fusing the unconventional with the 

contemporary.
Tableware made of glass and sculpted in the form of fruits in 
green tones illuminates corners with a subtle elegance. White 
curves and natural fibres enhance the feeling of lightness and 
well-being, creating a visual harmony. The green palette and 
creative use of recycled materials underline our commitment 

to sustainability, bringing nature into your home in a stylish and 
refreshing way.
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RE-214182

DH-212115

JR-212097

DH-212875

JR-212871

LD-213294

JR-212872 MC-212831JR-213212

LD-213188DH-212431 JR-212866
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BD-212890

BD-212889

JA-210904

LD-209737

JR-212417

FD-213262

CU-208965

BD-212891

FD-211177

JR-212870

MC-212832
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ITEM Home
We’ve continued with the restructuring of our ITEM Home 

category, focusing on offering high-quality items with 
exceptional materials and captivating design. This category 
is designed for customers looking for the very best in every 

detail. Although the prices are higher, we guarantee excellent 
products that meet the highest standards. We’ve got special 
items, brought over from China, Indonesia and India, as well 
as special categories such as Antique&Unique, with one-off 

pieces and a fascinating history; an ethnic style that explores 
the beauty of world cultures; and classic furniture that evoke 

bygone times with elegance.

Welcome to our luxury experience at ITEM Home, where 
each piece is carefully selected to give you aesthetic delight 
and exceptional functionality. Embark upon a unique journey 

through ITEM Home and discover luxury in every detail.
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Shoe remover: MB-213876
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Indonesian origin
Originally from Indonesia, our four-poster beds are meticulously made from teak, featuring 

exquisite wood carving and the presence of elegant vases.
These pieces fuse traditional handicrafts with the natural beauty of Indonesia, creating a 

distinctive and sophisticated ambience.

DH-213880

LA-213868

JR-213871
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MB-213839

FA-213869

MB-213877

LD-213842
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MB-213891

JR-213723

JR-213724

Made in India
Originating from the ever-vibrant India, our unique pieces are revived in a contemporary 

format, highlighting the richness of teak. What’s more, our metal vases, with authentic rust 
patina, add authenticity and a sought-after raw effect. Each element fuses Indian tradition with 
modern design, creating a distinctive collection that celebrates authenticity and contemporary 

aesthetics.

MB-213889

ES-213898
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MB-213893

SEE ITEM HOME

https://www.itemint.com/en/atmospheres/item-home.html
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Antique & Unique
Imagine a place where the past 

comes to life, where every object tells a 

story full of experiences and emotions. 

Our collection transports you to a world 

where tradition blends with originality 

and exclusivity.

Each piece has been carefully 

selected, rescued from oblivion and 

transformed into a unique work of art, 

each element has its own essence and 

personality.

These pieces are not only decorative 

objects, but witnesses of past lives, 

bearers of stories and memories. Each 

one of them carries with it the stamp of 

time and the beauty of imperfection.

These pieces become a treasure trove 

for professionals, interior designers and 

lovers of high-end design. They are the 

means to position themselves in an 

exclusive and differentiated market.

Embark on a journey through our 

three fascinating settings: the India of 

the Marajas, Exotic and Wild Indonesia 

or Ancient and Millenary China. Each 

of these settings is reflected in our 
collection, creating a unique and 

enriching experience: from the vibrant 

colours and ornate detailing of India 

to the lush and mysterious Indonesia, 

and the timeless elegance of ancient 

China, our collection celebrates cultural 

diversity and rich traditions. 

Explore authenticity in every corner 

of our cultural settings, where 

products are divided into three unique 

categories, all differentiated with a 

label:

1- Unique pieces

2- Antiques

3- Handmade



https://www.itemint.com/en/atmospheres/item-home/antique-unique.html
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Textiles 

Collection
The fascinating textile universe unfolds before you, where every 
stitch is the proof of quality and style. We’ve channelled lots of 
effort into enriching our category, expanding product options 

and families. In our renovated curtains, we’ve highlighted 
their differences so you can choose the ideal option. What’s 

more, we’ve created groups of related cushions in a variety of 
individual or combined designs.

In the realm of blankets, we’re offering affordable premium 
quality for maximum comfort. Our bedspreads, with delicate 
embroidery in neutral tones, add elegance and style to your 

bedroom.

And let’s not forget our soft and high-quality rugs, which 
provide warmth and texture to your spaces. We’re committed to 
exceeding your expectations and enhancing the beauty of your 

home with our exceptional products.
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TX-213594 TX-213593 TX-213599

TX-210217 TX-213569 TX-213550

TX-213467 TX-213477TX-213474

TX-213529TX-213464TX-213488 TX-213530
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TX-213471 TX-213472 TX-213465

TX-213556 TX-213546 TX-213602

TX-213358 TX-213360TX-213355

TX-213365TX-213375TX-213372





TX-213505

https://www.itemint.com/en/home/textile.html
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Oak and rattan 

furniture
Delve into our exquisite collection of oak and rattan, where 

elegance meets natural fibres. From a sideboard and wardrobe 
to coffee and dining tables, each piece brings out the timeless 

beauty of oak. The bouclé-upholstered armchair adds a dose of 
softness and comfort, while the ceramic decorations, with their 

handcrafted white effect, bring a touch of unique craftsmanship. 
Meanwhile, white textiles fill spaces with serenity, creating 

harmony.

Complete the experience with lamps featuring linen shades, 
diffusing a soft and warm light. This collection fuses nature with 

sophistication to transform your home into an haven of style 
and comfort.
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Light tones
The collection combines elegance and naturalness with 

decorations in light wood and natural-effect ceramics. The 
predominantly beige and white tones provide serenity. Find 

nests of tables, vases and lamps with dyed natural fabrics, as 
well as furniture with a natural finish that highlights the beauty 

of wood. Textured paintings add depth and character.

Each piece is an artistic expression that transforms any space 
with subtlety and authenticity, creating a harmonious and 

welcoming ambience.
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New Industrial
We’ve explored the fusion of industrial style with Pop Art 

touches, evoking New York energy. Take a look at our metal 
planters and bottle racks, as well as furniture with shapes 
inspired by Vespas, now in black, adding a contemporary 

touch. Mirrors with black metal frames, lacquered furniture 
and rugs with a vintage effect all define an urban atmosphere. 
Meanwhile, pictures and figurines reflect a modern and avant-
garde style. Hanging decorations with propeller shapes also 

feature, providing dynamism. 

This bold style captures the vibrant and eclectic essence of 
New York, fusing industrial and pop elements for a modern and 

characterful atmosphere.
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Lámpara:  LA-209625
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CU-211920

MO-212357LA-212363

ES-211600

MB-211333

Planters: MC-208773

Plant: JA-209837
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LA-209390

MB-211335

DH-212779FD-214240

TX-199841

DP-209981

CU-212274

DH-212366

MB-209230

PC-212574
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